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Biography Early life. Lacan was born in Paris, the eldest of Ã‰milie and Alfred Lacan's three children.His
father was a successful soap and oils salesman. His mother was ardently Catholic â€“ his younger brother
entered a monastery in 1929. Lacan attended the CollÃ¨ge Stanislas between 1907 and 1918. An interest in
philosophy led him to a preoccupation with the work of Spinoza, one outcome of ...
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Medicine, Aging and Sexuality in Chaucer's "Reeve's Prologue," "Merchant's Tale" and "Miller's Tale" - Carol
Ann Everest [.pdf] Body Politics: Otherness and the Representation of Bodies
Essays and Articles on Chaucer - Anniina Jokinen
Fredric Jameson (born April 14, 1934) is an American literary critic and Marxist political theorist.He is best
known for his analysis of contemporary cultural trends, particularly his analysis of postmodernity and
capitalism.Jameson's best-known books include Postmodernism, or, The Cultural Logic of Late Capitalism
(1991) and The Political Unconscious (1981).
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Social justice. According to Rawls, social justice refers to the way in which great social institutions distribute
fundamental rights and responsibilities, and determine the division of the advantages stemming from social
cooperation; institutions favor certain initial positions over others 2, which generates deep inequalities and
"affects humans in their initial opportunities in life" 2.
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Academy of Social Sciences ASS The United Kingdom Association of Learned Societies in the Social
Sciences formed in 1982 gave rise to the Academy of Learned Societies for the Social Sciences incorporated
24.9.1999, which became the Academy of Social Sciences on 5.7.2007. ASS 15.12.2000 Commission on the
Social Sciences Notes from the meeting on 15.12.2000 by Ron Johnston.
Social Science History Bibliography
Article PDF. Introduction. The early 1970s marked the first publications both in English studies and
communication studies to address lesbian and gay issues.
An Annotated Bibliography of LGBTQ Rhetorics - Present Tense
1. Introduction 1.1 Overview of Levinas's Philosophy. Jacques Derrida pointed out in 1967 that â€œLevinas
does not want to propose laws or moral rulesâ€¦it is a matter of [writing] an ethics of ethics.â€• [] An ethics of
ethics means, here, the exploration of conditions of possibility of any interest in good actions or lives. In light
of that, it can be said that Levinas is not writing an ...
Emmanuel Levinas (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy)
This article introduces Plato's dialogue the Theaetetus (section 1), and briefly summarises its plot (section 2).
Two leading interpretations of the dialogue, the Unitarian and Revisionist readings, are contrasted in section
3.
Plato on Knowledge in the Theaetetus (Stanford
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Evangelium Vitae (25 March 1995) | John Paul II
A bibliography of the source literature on William Hogarth, including book reviews, online essays and
exhibitions, image archives, and special search tools on William Hogarth
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